Wilsonart Contract Laminate

Designed specifically to meet the decor needs of commercial projects, this collection features colorways, finishes, and patterns that coordinate easily with the other materials you specify. All Premium Laminate designs also utilize AEON™ Enhanced Performance technology, which has been proven to dramatically outperform traditional laminate for wear and scuff resistance. The collection also boasts two celebrated textures: FineGrain, with the realistic feel of polished wood and Linearity, a finely striated texture that looks as good on metals as it does on woods. To confirm pattern availability and size/type/finish options, click on Pattern Availability at wilsonartcontract.com.
Wilsonart® Home Collection

Featuring dynamic designs and welcoming textures, the Wilsonart® Home Collection offers a wide variety of laminates that complement today's breakout interiors. And like all Wilsonart Laminates, they meet or exceed the industry standards for both residential and commercial use.